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Scrapbook Kit Projects from Jen Gallacher
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Q U A R T E R LY C R A F T K I T S

double layout
instructions
sketch
step-by-step
instructions
++
tips

TOGETHER ALWAYS (24x12)
1 Start with one of the Diamond cardstock sheets. Cut a 1” x
12” strip from the gingham side of Paper 8 and mount 4”
from the left side of the layout.

} Add three 3” square photos to the light blue paper. Add a
few word stickers to the top photo.
(cont’d)

2 Cut Paper 12 at the 4.25” mark and mount the 7.75” x 12”
side on the layout.
3 Mount six 3” square photos on the light blue paper.
4 Add word stickers to some of the photos.
5 Tape the red Baker’s Twine .25” from the left edge of the
light blue paper. Thread the tags from the ephemera
pack onto the twine.
6 Add some of the gold gems to some of the tags.
7 Mount word stickers on some of the tags.
8 Use the snowflake digital die cut file to cut snowflakes
from Smoky cardstock and mount a 2” and 1.75”
snowflake to the left of the tags.
9 On the second white cardstock sheet cut another 1” x
12” strip from the gingham side of Paper 8 and mount 4”
from the right side of the layout.
0 Cut a 3” x 12” strip from Cabin paper and mount just to the
left of the gingham strip.
{ Mount the remaining light blue paper on the left side of the
layout.
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q Mount a 3” and 2” Smoky snowflake die
cut to the right of the two top photos.

r Add the gold “together” sticker from the
sticker sheet to the top of the title.

w Create a cluster of die cut
shapes including the snow
scene, “Let it Snow”
notebook paper, mini
tag tied with red
Baker’s Twine, house,
sled, two stamps,
and pink label to
the right of the
bottom photo. Use
pop dots for some
of the shapes. Add
two of the snowflake
sequins to the cluster.

t Print journaling on the Smoky
cardstock. Cut into two strips
and mount below the title.
y Add two of the gold
snowflake stickers to the
right of the ephemera
cluster. Add gold gems
to the center of each
sticker.

e Use Thickers to spell out
the word “ALWAYS” across
the bottom photo and the
pink ephemera label.
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single layoutinstructions
instructions++tips
sketch
step-by-step

PEACE (12x12)

1 Use light blue stamping ink to stamp snowflakes from the
exclusive stamp set onto one of the lined journaling cards.
Mount on the layout 4” from the left of the layout and 1”
from the top of the smoky cardstock.
2 Use the leaf electronic cut file to cut four leaves in two sizes
from the Guacamole cardstock. Mount on the stamped
card.
3 Cut the snowman from 3x4 Journaling Cards paper and
mount to the right of the journaling card.
4 Cut the top off the leaf label die cut and mount at the top of
the journaling card. Add the “BELIEVE” sticker to the top
of the journaling card.

5 Cut the snowflake and trees border strips from the “3x4
Journaling Cards” paper. Notch the ends, overlap and
mount in the center of the layout.
6 Add glue to the acrylic stars and “peace” word and mount
on the layout.
7 Mount two of the metal circle tags to the two border strips.
Use foam dots to mount the acorn and tree stickers to each
circle.
8 Cut a 12”x5” strip from Paper 4 paper and mount just below
the two border strips.
(cont’d)
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9 Mount two 4” x 5” photos on the layout.

title

photo
6 x 3.5

0 Add the decorative tape to the bottom edge of the photo
and pattern paper strip.
{ Print journaling on the Guacamole cardstock and cut into
strips and mount on the layout to the right of the photos.
} Mount the “sweater” checklist die cut to the right of the
right photo. Fussy cut the snowglobe and mittens from the
“3x4 Journaling Cards” paper and mount on the layout.

photo
4 x 5.25

photo
4 x 5.25

q Add two more of the leaves to the cluster of die cuts. Cut
the “Keep Warm” word from 3x4 Journaling Cards paper
and mount with a pop dot on the right mitten.
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step-by-step card instructions
Q U A R T E R LY C R A F T K I T S

SNOW GLOBE CARD (3x5)
1 Cut the Diamond cardstock to 6” x 5” and fold in half with a
bone folder.

7 Add a small and large gold gem to the pink rectangle.

2 Cut the Icicles paper to 2.75” x 4.75” and mount on the card
front.
3 Cut the pink cocoa rectangle from the Wonderland paper.
4 Wrap the red Baker’s Twine around the bottom of the
rectangle twice and tie into a knot. Mount .5” from the
bottom of the green pattern paper.
5 Use the leaf digital shapes to cut two leaves from the
Guacamole paper and mount on each side of the top of the
pink rectangle.
6 Mount the snowglobe from the ephemera pack at the top
of the pink rectangle with pop dots.
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designer & kit cut files
Jen Gallacher
enjoys creating meaningful things for those she
loves and has worked in
the scrapbooking and
craft industry since 1997.
She’s held editor positions
with Cricut Magazine and
Create Idea Books and
served as a Garden Girl

at Two Peas in a Bucket. She’s also worked as Marketing Coordinator for Echo Park Paper and Carta Bella
Paper and co-hosted a craft web show. Currently she
works as Marketing Coordinator for Jillibean Soup and
Creative Editor for Scrapbook & Cards Today.
Jen shares her love for memory keeping and crafting
on her website where she offers scrapbooking classes,
card and scrapbooking idea books, and charming free
printables.
In her free time, Jen enjoys reading period piece
Proper Romance novels, playing piano and hanging
out with her two children. Jen and her husband love
traveling together as she teaches around the world.
She feels very blessed to get to share what she loves
with so many incredible people.

See more of Jen’s work at:
www.jengallacher.com

To download these exclusive cut files, please visit:
ONLINE
   
BONUS

www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctwinter19-let-it-snow
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